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<<<<<<<<<< BEGIN MISSION >>>>>>>>>>
Lt. Winston
:::: @ Ops Console:::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::in ready room waiting to be debriefed::
jasonavhs
::squirms in seat, not used to being back from leave::
Ens. Marin Walters
::at station on bridge::
Capt. French
:: In RR ... looking at Maguire and Rockman ::
Ens. John Sea
::operating Nav station::
Lt. Winston
:::reviewing duty assignments::::::
Capt. French
Maguire : Ok Now Lt. .... tell me what you have ?
Ens. Marin Walters
::stands and makes way to RR::
Lt. Kat Maguire
CO: We encountered the one of the guardians, an old woman.  She didn't want us on the ship, said that they would take care of their own.
Ens. Marin Walters
::enters:: Captain:  sorry I'm late.
Capt. French
:: Nods to Walters, motioning her to seat ::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::looks up as Walters enters the RR::
Ens. Marin Walters
::sits::
Capt. French
Rockman : Any Idea of who or what they are ?
Lt. Winston
:::: going over power distributions:::::
Ens. John Sea
::warp engines nominal, impulse drives same, main engineering power supply is constant::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::taps PADD to get more info::
jasonavhs
::reviews some of the crew changes in his absence::
Ens. John Sea
::synchronizing clocks with Starfleet beacons::
Lt. Winston
:::sits back in OPS console and takes it all in:::::
Ens. Marin Walters
::decides to speak up:: Maguire, Rockman:  Did you have any sense that this woman was dangerous?  Any inkling of how they came her, and why?
Capt. French
Rockman : Any Idea of who or what they are ?
jasonavhs
::notices that Ensign Mo is sporing again and has requested larger quarters::
Capt. French
:: Sits back ... motioning Maguire and Rockman to go on Walters' question ::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::turns to Walters:: No, I didn't feel they were dangerous, just annoyed that we were there.  I haven't any idea where they have come from.
Ens. John Sea
::eyes wandering over main view screen::
Capt. French
Maguire : What about this "device" we’d heard you talking about ?
Lt. Winston
:::: checking in with damage control teams to receive a report on any storm damage if any::::
Capt. French
{#} XO : Status of the Alien Ship ?
jasonavhs
::sighs and gives the approval an okay. turns away and taps into system::
Cnslr. Rockman
CO: I had no sense that anyone on board was dangerous.  I tried to contact the woman mentally, but without success.
Ens. Marin Walters
::looks at the captain:: Sir:  It would seem we have two choices.  Reestablish contact, or not.
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: I'm not sure what it was, it seemed that the child connected it to her neck ridge and if they had the power, they could have run the ship from it.
Ens. John Sea
::watching commercial traffic on navigational sensors, hmm a few freighters, a passenger liner, even a small tourist charter::
jasonavhs
#CO: Alien ship is still unchanged.
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters/CO: The Counselor seemed to know more that I on that.
Lt. Winston
::receives report from damage control teams that the tractor beam  is in need of some repair and that the shield generators need slight repair::::
Capt. French
Walters : Tell Maguire and Rockman about your scannings and the way they evolved when you changed the settings ...
Lt. Winston
XO: sir Damage control teams report that shield generators and tractor beam array need some repairs  :::hand him damage control teams report::::
Cnslr. Rockman
CO: I did manage to gain about 50% control over the "link" with my Tricorder.  It is still over there.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::looks at Walters::
Ens. Marin Walters
We detected other readings aboard the alien ship.
Ens. John Sea
::sprawling nebulae, celestial tides even a gentle solar wind,  kind of peaceful...::
jasonavhs
::takes the report, takes a deep sigh, and scans over it:: Okay... make it so.
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: readings?
Lt. Winston
::: telling damage control teams to begin repairs:::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: What type of readings?
Ens. Marin Walters
The power fluctuated with your movements aboard the ship
Lt. Kat Maguire
::hm.......::
Ens. John Sea
::turning navigational sensors to a supernova in deep space, wow look at that...magnificent...::
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: What type of fluctuations?
Lt. Winston
:::looks at viewscreen:::; wow
Cnslr. Rockman
::wonders if the CO heard him::
Ens. John Sea
::wonder if that’s what's the Big Bang looked like..::
Capt. French
{#} XO Try to hail Nefani's ship again ...I'd like to thank her for the shielding during the storm
Ens. Marin Walters
I modulated the scan frequencies slightly, and picked up silicium based life readings.
Capt. French
Rockman : What kind of control did you manage to acquire on the ship ?
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: Silicium, isn't that rare in this area?
Ens. Marin Walters
Maguire, it is indeed.
jasonavhs
#CO: Aye, Captain. Hailing Person: Please attempt to contact 'Nefani's ship'
Lt. Winston
:::contacting a repair team to make sure runabouts are in top working order:::::
Ens. Marin Walters
::rechecks data on PADD::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::check Tricorder to see if silicium showed up on her scan::
Ens. John Sea
::the life of stars....hanging Nav sensors to a planet cooling in the wake of the nova....the beginning of Life...::
Lt. Winston
XO: aye aye
Ens. John Sea
changing
Lt. Winston
:::trying to open a channel to the alien ship::::
Ens. Marin Walters
All:  Excuse me.  Apparently this thing is malfunctioning.
Cnslr. Rockman
CO: I was able to determine that they had a power grid failure.  When I informed the older woman of this, she seemed surprised and walked away.  I wasn't there long enough to figure out exactly what I could control.
Ens. Marin Walters
All:  The readings I picked up were Sporo-cistian, not Silicium.
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: I don't show any such sign, perhaps we were shielded from it
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: Ah.
Ens. John Sea
:;watching cooling planet, looks like it may end up supporting life, make a note and send picture to Vulcan Science Academy::
Lt. Winston
XO: channel is still trying to make contact sir....
Capt. French
Walters : Sporo-cistian .... hhuummm .... I must admit I did not major in exo-biology ... please explain.
Nefani
:::Channel Opens::: Hello?
Lt. Winston
XO: channel opens
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir:  More commonly known as the Guardians....
jasonavhs
Tac: Keep me updated, please.
Cnslr. Rockman
::listening carefully::
Lt. Winston
::;routing channel to XO::::
Capt. French
Walters : The guardians ... but it's not possible .. everything we know about them make them planet-bounded ... right ?
jasonavhs
::notices the channel is open:: #CO: Captain, we have established communications with the vessel.
Capt. French
{#} XO : Ok .. route it here please.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::ears perk at the sound of "The Guardians"::
Lt. Winston
::routing comm. channel to Capt.::::
jasonavhs
#CO: Already done, sir.
Ens. John Sea
::watching two asteroids collide in deep space...sweet... talk about a crowd pleaser..::
Capt. French
{#} Thanks Number one ...
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir: They do not entirely exist as either matter or energy, rather a combination of both.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::taps PADD controls to bring up data on the Guardians::
Lt. Winston
::: goes back to damage control:::::
Capt. French
{#} Nefani : Nefani ... are you here ?
Lt. Kat Maguire
::tap, tap, tap::
Nefani
Yes...
Capt. French
{#} Nefani : I want to thank you for helping us during the storm .. but I have also a question ....
Lt. Kat Maguire
::looks up and listens to the Captains conversation with Nefani::
Nefani
I didn't help you.
Ens. John Sea
::nice colors, must have had the force of an old-style nuke, nice to know it was far away...fun to watch, ohh...here comes another::
Cnslr. Rockman
Walters: I agree.  The readings I got concur.
Capt. French
{#} Nefani : Well ... then let's thank the guardians is they are the one who did it.
Ens. Marin Walters
::nods at Rockman:: And it would seem this entity is non-hostile.
Nefani
Probably... They do stuff the computer doesn't.
Nefani
But most of the lights are still red.  I need help.
Capt. French
{#} But Nefani .. Why did someone on your ship asked my Team to leave ... don't you want us to help you ?
Cnslr. Rockman
Walters: unless they have another reason for sparing us...::rubs chin::
Ens. Marin Walters
::raises eyebrows as she listens::
Ens. Marin Walters
::looks at Rockman::  Did you pick up any other sense of purpose over there?
Ens. John Sea
::looks like a meteor shower in that sector of space, ...makes a note...updates Nav charts and Starfleet commercial buoys...::
Nefani
I didn't.  Did the Guardians?
Capt. French
Maguire/Rockman <W> : Any ideas of what she's talking about ?
Lt. Winston
:::: gets report of runabout damage, slight hull damage due to Ion Storm::::::
Nefani
I need help, I can't ask the Guardians.
Cnslr. Rockman
Walters: no, but the old woman seemed very secretive.
Lt. Kat Maguire
CO: ::w:: I think she needs help with the mechanics of the ship, this appears something that the Guardians can not help out with.
Nefani
Old Woman?
Cnslr. Rockman
::shrugs at the CO::
Ens. Marin Walters
Maguire/Rockman:  Your sense of this Nefani.  Is she on the level, or does she have a hidden agenda?
Capt. French
{#} Nefani : My Team is ready to help you out .. but they'll need full access to your ship .
Ens. John Sea
::wonder what that freighter is carrying?.....looks up manifest...terra-forming parts....supplies...couple of heavy machinery for construction::
Nefani
They have full access to the crew part.  I can't say about the Guardian part.
Lt. Kat Maguire
Walters: I did not feel anything but honesty from her
Capt. French
{#} Nefani : Well ... we'll see if that will do ...
Nefani
Thank you.
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Given the input, I'd say we're duty-bound to help.
Lt. Kat Maguire
CO: I agree.
Capt. French
Maguire : Get ready to depart now .. apparently Beaming is the best solution as we already did it once ... 
Lt. Winston
::thinks out loud by accident::: maybe the guardians are cannibals and they are gonna eat Nefani
Lt. Kat Maguire
::nods:: CO: Aye
Capt. French
Maguire : I will ask Winston to join you ... you might be in need of an engineer
Lt. Winston
:::: receive final damage report for runabouts::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::stands then turns to the CO and nods::
Cnslr. Rockman
Walters: I know that she is scared, but if she does have another agenda, she's good at hiding it.  My Tricorder scans of her are inconclusive
Ens. John Sea
::looks like that freighter has a photon tube...can't be too careful these days...goodbye old girl...sees her jump to warp...::
Capt. French
Maguire : And Kat ... have the XO with you as well .... :: Smiles to Maguire .. ::
Ens. Marin Walters
Rockman:  There's been no evidence of threat from your reports.  
Lt. Kat Maguire
::nods and smiles as she leaves the RR::
Capt. French
{#} XO : Be ready for an AT ... join Maguire, Rockman to the TR and have Lt. Winston with you ... ASAP.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::enters the bridge::
Lt. Winston
:::logs in report of damage to runabouts in OPS log::::
jasonavhs
#CO: Aye sir 
jasonavhs
Winston: You're with me. ::goes toward TL::
Capt. French
:: Dismiss Ma and Rickman :: Walters : Please Ens ...a word.
Lt. Kat Maguire
::looks at the XO and Winston and walks towards the TL::
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain: Sir?
Lt. Winston
XO: aye aye.... logs out of OPS console had hands duty over to asst. OPS officer ::heads to TL with XO::::
Ens. Marin Walters
::waits to listen::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::waits for Rockman to join the team waiting in the TL::
Lt. Winston
::enters TL::
jasonavhs
::to TR::
Cnslr. Rockman
::hurries into the TL::
Capt. French
Walters : I want you to set up a sequential analysis in the broad spectrum of natural radiation .. I want you to use that to try to plot the very origin of the Hull material .. and of it's sensors-jamming capacity ...
Lt. Winston
::: goes to TR from TL:::
Lt. Kat Maguire
{deck}
jasonavhs
::enters TR with Winston::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::enters TR::
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  I will do that at once.
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir:  Your reasoning?
Lt. Kat Maguire
::checks phaser setting and hands phasers to the rest of the team::
Lt. Winston
XO, Maguire: ready to go onto the alien ship?
Capt. French
Walters : Of Course .... I was waiting for that answer .. :: Smiles while standing ::
Cnslr. Rockman
::walks into TR and gets on the pad::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::looks at Winston and nods::
Lt. Winston
::takes phaser and sets up for TR::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
::steps up on pad::
Ens. Marin Walters
::stands, realizing she's dismissed:: Sir:  Will there be anything else?
Capt. French
Walters : No .. thank you ensign.
jasonavhs
Energize?
Ens. John Sea
::looks like a convoy, guess these freighters are bound for a colony...yep its the Lidia out of Altair VI looks like she's fully loaded...guess the Orions are biting their nails since a starship is nearby, nice convoy to raid...::
Lt. Kat Maguire
{transport}
Ens. Marin Walters
::nods, and exits RR::
Lt. Kat Maguire
{transporter}
Capt. French
:: Heads toward the Bridge .. letting Walters in front of him ::
Capt. French
:: Enters the Bridge ::
Cnslr. Rockman
::after taking a phaser from Maguire::
Nefani
::AT Materializes in the Heart... Next to Nefani::
Ens. John Sea
Captain on the Bridge
Lt. Winston
@ :::materializes on Alien Ship with AT::::
Capt. French
Sea : Ensign ?
Ens. Marin Walters
::returns to station on bridge, and begins analysis of hull structure of the alien ship::
Cnslr. Rockman
::materializes in the "Heart" of the ship::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::materializes on the ship::
Ens. John Sea
CO: Yes Sir?
Lt. Winston
@:::looks around:::: AT: where are we on the ship?
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::flips open Tricorder and scans again::
Cnslr. Rockman
@::walks over to the 'corder he left hooked into the "Link"::
Ens. Marin Walters
::compares incoming analysis results to known databank records::
jasonavhs
@#CO: We are on the ship. Further orders?
Capt. French
Sea ; I want you to plot a course around Nefani's ship .. keep us a transporter distance but allow Walters scanners to reach each side of Nefani's ship. Standard procedure ..
Ens. Marin Walters
::listens to the CO's instructions::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::looks to see if Nefani is present::
Ens. John Sea
CO: Aye, at your discretion, standard mapping orbit
Capt. French
{#} XO : None except that I want answers ... be careful but daring ...
Nefani
@ ::Standing near the comm. screen::
Lt. Winston
@:::opens Tricorder and begins to scan the power config system::::
Ens. Marin Walters
::fingers manipulating the console to record available data::
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}CO: Sir, request permission to beam over a few "supplies".
Capt. French
Sea : Correlate Speed and movement with Walters ... she had control of the ship for now.
Ens. John Sea
CO: right standard rudder, coming about 1/8 impulse
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::walks over to Nefani:: Nefani: I'm sorry, the last time we were here, I didn't introduce ourselves.........
Capt. French
{#} Rockman : What are you willing to take aboard ?
Nefani
@ ::Smiles::
Lt. Winston
@:::looks at Nefani::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: I'm Kat ::smiles::
jasonavhs
@::simply walks around with an open Tricorder::
Ens. Marin Walters
Sea:  Keep it slow, I need a nice scan of the ship, slow and smooth...
Nefani
@ I thought you didn't have names... ::Giggles::
Ens. John Sea
Walter: Aye Ensign, helm at your discretion
Lt. Kat Maguire
@ ::Laughs::
Lt. Winston
@::;goes back to scanning power sources::::
Ens. Marin Walters
Move us around slow and steady, Ensign.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: this is Lt. Winston, Counselor Rockman and our XO. ::points::
Ens. Marin Walters
::records as they move::
jasonavhs
@::smiles and nods at his acknowledgment::
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}CO: I need a portable science and Ops console.  I might be able to link my Tricorders into them and the "Link" and gain more control.
Nefani
@ I'm Nefani.  ::introducing herself to the new arrivals::
Lt. Winston
@::::notices energy field moving around the ship from one side to another slowly:::
Nefani
@ The lights are still red... some went to green but not a lot.
Ens. John Sea
Aye, Yaw 4 degrees to port, Pitch nose up 3 degrees , Roll 10 degrees to port
Capt. French
{#} Rockman : Granted .. but keep it quiet .. I don't want Nefani to know too much of our technology ...
Ens. Marin Walters
::grins over shoulder at Sea:: Yeah, that's the way.
Lt. Winston
@:::notices energy field moves with ship, as seen on my Tricorder::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::looks at Nefani:: Nefani: could you tell me a little about yourselves? ::trying to keep the girl occupied::
Capt. French
:: Sits back and enjoy the main screen ...thinking that now .. everything is in the hands of his crew ::
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  Still analyzing.  so far, the analysis doesn't match with anything in Starfleet databanks.
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}CO: gotcha.  
Capt. French
Walters : I know you will come up with something ... as usual .. ensign ! :: Grins ::
Ens. John Sea
Aye coming around...Yaw 14 degrees to port left standard rudder
Ens. Marin Walters
::shakes head::
Capt. French
:: Raise an eyebrow spock-like when he hears the counselor's answer ... ::
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir:  I didn't say I was finished! :-)
Ens. Marin Walters
Sea:  Can you move us just a bit more to the port side?  Change the angle slightly.  I'm picking something up...
Lt. Kat Maguire
::looks at Nefani, waiting for her to begin::
Lt. Winston
@:::: noticing energy field is still moving with the Callisto
Ens. John Sea
Aye Ma’am, Yaw 15 degrees...left 3/4 rudder
Ens. Marin Walters
::tunes sensors to the target area::
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  I'm picking up an unusual radioactive emission from this area of the ship.
Ens. John Sea
::reminds me of the Atlantic sailing Clippers...::
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}Ops: please beam over a number 5 portable Ops/science console.
Capt. French
:: Thinks he should have the Counselor working on Comm.-protocol ::
Lt. Winston
@::notices alien ships power distribute more power to the energy field but is not threatening::::
Nefani
@ My people...  Sure.
Nefani
@ What do you want to know?
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: do you mind if I record what you say?
Ens. Marin Walters
::tries to pin down the properties of the emission::
Nefani
@ Sure I guess.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Like where do you come from, how far you have traveled?
Capt. French
< Lt. Sops> {#} Rockman : Beaming a number 5 portable Ops/science console to your coordinates in ...4...3...2...1 ... {transporter}

Ens. John Sea
Roll 30 degrees to port lateral sensors coming to bear..
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::turns on Tricorder to record::
Ens. Marin Walters
::looks up, surprised::
Ens. John Sea
lateral
jasonavhs
@::observes some odd markings on the wall::
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  I've detected what I thought were emissions from the ship.
Cnslr. Rockman
@::sees console beam in next to him.  amazed at the accuracy::
Capt. French
Walters : Emission .... What kind ... sources and level ?
Nefani
@ My race comes from a planet very far away called Ocamp.  But I live on a planet near here.  I'm not sure exactly the distance, but we call it Racom.
Ens. John Sea
maintaining tight orbit
Lt. Winston
@::::wonders how this ship is making use of life-support systems::::
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  I was mistaken.  I've tuned the sensors a bit, and it would seem that what appeared to be emissions are actually incoming signals to the ship.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: Ocamp?  I've never heard of it. Is it a nice place?
Capt. French
< Lt. Sops> {#} Rockman : Please confirm reception ... everything green on our side 
Nefani
@ I've never been there.  But I heard it used to be.. until some disaster, now everyone there lives underground.
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir:  Trying to pinpoint the origin of the signals now.
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}Lt. Sops: Thank you, Lt. Your accuracy is excellent.
Capt. French
Walters : Incoming signals ... a comm. transfer ?
Ens. John Sea
down angle to nose, bow at zero, nominal...pitch at 30 degrees port
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir:  Working to pinpoint.
Capt. French
< Lt. Sops> {#} Rockman : My Pleasure Sir ... Ops Out !
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: Underground?  How terrible.  Do you know what type of disaster?
Nefani
@ No.. just the planet is now a desert.
Ens. John Sea
::....flood tubes 1 and 2 lock on to that U-boat.....::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: How awful for your people.
Cnslr. Rockman
@::sets up and powers console::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: Is there anything else you would like to tell me about your people?
Capt. French
Walters : Anything known to us ? ... is that Coded transmission ?
Lt. Winston
@{#} Rockman: if you need help with the OPS console let me know
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  I am unable to locate the source of the transmissions. And yes, coded.  I'm working on breaking it now.
Ens. John Sea
::.....rig for dive...Dive, Dive......::
Cnslr. Rockman
@::sets up a data link between the console and two Tricorders::
Nefani
@ It is, that's why the Guardians brought us to Racom and Byral.
Capt. French
Walters : Sorry .. I maybe missed it .. is that outbound or inbound to the ship ?
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir, outbounder coming in.
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}Winston: Lt., my minor at the academy was Operations, but I'll let you know!
Lt. Winston
@:::notices a power transfer to an unknown area of ship::::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: Racom and Byral, are these going to be your new homes?
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir:  If I may.
Nefani
@ No, they are our homes.  Everyone on this ship is going to Byral.  Either to live there or visit family, like me and my family is.
Lt. Winston
@{#}XO: I’m picking up another energy distribution
Cnslr. Rockman
@::waits for data link to upload.  Decides to send another link directly to the ship::
Capt. French
Sea : Get ready to plot a triangulation course for the Trans reaching the ship .. it might at least give us a slight idea of where it comes from
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Nefani: Ah, I see.
jasonavhs
::checks Tricorder:: @#Winston: I don't see it. Where is your location?
Capt. French
Walters : Always ensign
Ens. Marin Walters
::establishes data link to Rockman::  Go ahead.
Ens. John Sea
Aye: calibrating and awaiting, 
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::looks over to the rest of the AT, hoping they will finish soon, running out of questions to ask the girl::
Old Woman
::Suddenly the Door to the Heart opens and the Old Woman walks in::
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}Walters: Do you have my uplink, Lt.?
Old Woman
@ Who are you all?
Ens. John Sea
bearing in mind speed and stellar shifts::
Ens. Marin Walters
Sir:  Doesn't it seem strange that this ship is inhabited only by this child Nefani?  And the old woman, who guides her?
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::turns and see the woman enter and stands up::
Lt. Winston
@::::looks up and sees the old woman down the hall::::
Cnslr. Rockman
@::sees the woman and decides to let the others handle her::
Ens. Marin Walters
(#) Rockman:  It's incoming now.
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::facing the woman::
Capt. French
Walters : What do you want to mean ... a kind of a show ?
Lt. Kat Maguire
@::nods respectfully::
Lt. Winston
@:::intrigued and walks down to see the old woman::::
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}Walters: good.  Try to keep it steady.
Capt. French
Sea : True to see to the triangulation by yourself ... Walters will feed the data to your console
Cnslr. Rockman
@::begins fiddling with the console:: and taking 'corder readings::
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  I've managed to decode some of the signals, and it would seem they contain a number of control codes, guidance, security, etc.
Ens. John Sea
is this from an incoming message?
Old Woman
@ Well, who are you?
Cnslr. Rockman
@{#}CO: Sir, I have more information.
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  If I were to hazard a guess, I would suggest this ship is being controlled from another location.
Capt. French
Walters : This would be a remote controlled ship ... like a colonization-ship .. launched with a cryogenised crew to "terra-form" others planet ?
Ens. Marin Walters
::feeds data to Sea::
Lt. Kat Maguire
@Old Woman: We are part of the crew of the USS Callisto, a Federation Starship.
Capt. French
{#} Rockman Go Ahead ...Cnslr
Old Woman
@ And why are you here?
Ens. Marin Walters
Captain:  I am not sure we have enough data to support that hypothesis.
Ens. John Sea
::acknowledged, analyzing::
Capt. French
Walters : Then give me your opinion
Old Woman
<<<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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